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Dear Participants,

It is a pleasure to welcome you to Porto for what will surely be a stimulating symposium on 
Philosophy and Architecture. The city of Porto is one of the most beautiful cities of Portugal and 
Europe, and its known for its contribution to the world of Architecture. Home of portuguese beauty 
and charm, its also ground where tradition meets novelty and innovation. FILARCH pretends to 
become the symposium where collaboration aims to make academic discussions transcend the strict 
institutional (and physical) boundaries of academia and fertilize a broader intellectual context. In 
addition, the conference program will be followed by gatherings, where the exchange of ideas can 
continue on a more informal note. We hope you enjoy taking part in the conference as much as we 
enjoyed organizing it – and that you have the time to discover some of the marvels that the city of 
Porto has to offer.

The organizing committee

Constantino Pereira Martins and Eduardo Queiroga



A FUNDAÇÃO / THE FOUDATION

FIMS is a private foundation, established by the University of Porto and legally recognised in an order 

published in the Diário da República nº 139, dated 21 July 2009. FIMS´ mission is the scientific, cultural, 

educational and artistic promotion, and in particular the classification, preservation, conservation, 

investigation, study and dissemination, of the entire artistic and architectural heritage of the architect José 

Marques da Silva, and of the literary, artistic, architectural and urban planning collection of the architects 

Maria José Marques da Silva Martins and David Moreira da Silva, as well as the collection or incorporation 

of other documents of a heritage-related, historic, scientific, or artistic value, preferably relating to the 

architecture and urban planning of Porto and Portugal.

FIMS seeks to be a reference institution in the fields of architectural and artistic culture, in heritage project 

intervention, in the study, treatment, conservation and dissemination of architectural documents, both at a 

national and international level, cooperating with other institutions or organisations with similar purposes. In 

addition to the initial endowment for the public institution, the University of Porto was bequeathed all the 

movable assets and rights of the architect Maria José Marques da Silva and her husband David Moreira da 

Silva,  resulting in the decision to transform the José Marques da Silva Institute into this Foundation.

Within the inheritance as a whole should be noted the varied collection of documents in different media 

endowed by these architects, with items of undeniable value, of a cultural, artistic, architectural and social 

nature. This collection is characterised by the professional archives of the architect Marques da Silva, and 

also of the architects Maria José Marques da Silva and David Moreira da Silva. These archives are unified by

the archive of the Lopes Martins family, to which is added that of the wife of Marques da Silva, giving a 

social context to the two architectural archives, as well as an important art collection, particularly of 

contemporary paintings. This complex collection of information is held in the architects´ own Atelier and 

Residence which forms part of the mansion of the Lopes Martins family, in a unique building in the Praça 

Marquês do Pombal (Marquês do Pombal Square), a key location in the city of Porto.

 ( https://fims.up.pt/index.php?cat=1&subcat=13&lang=2 )



THE SYMPOSIUM

Vision, possibility, virtuality

One of the greatest beauties of Architecture is its work with what does not exist, with what is not yet

seen, with what is not there. As in sculpture, the lines of this work draw precisely that effort to 

show, to unveil the thought, and its images, in the eyes of the other. The sharing of a vision is a 

stripping of the act of creation, an exhibition, an interior that becomes exterior. A movement of the 

sketch, in the notepad, in the plan, to the realized. As a crime, and perhaps more than in any other 

art, architecture allows you to collect all the crumbs and find the thread from the headspring to the 

mouth. This movement is far from easy, although it can be simple, and the work of understanding 

and describing it is vast and multiple. What holds us here and constitutes the proposal of FILARCH 

2021 symposium is the challenge of showing what a vision consists of, a possibility that rises in 

reality as a shadow of the imagination over things. Baudelaire warns us about this fight, between 

night and day, and in the gap, he encounters the phantasmagoria where “an artist (…) is then as if 

assaulted by a mob of details, all claiming justice with the same fury. of a crowd eager for absolute 

equality”, all asking for salvation from the dark abyss of oblivion. In the dilemma between the 

fixation and the shapeless, in this interlude of creation, loving the freedom and the anticipated 

melancholy of the crystallized, of which will never come to show its total strength and all its 

affluents, the vision of a work is a prisoner of the future, of the futures, without a redeeming gesture

that saves it from the long and arduous path from potency to act. If Aristotle saw this with the 

utmost clarity regarding the potentiality, the possibility is played today in the virtuality of an infinite

fold. If, from a technical and execution point of view, the management of the project is today at the 

mercy of the beacons of technology and information technology that subjugate the art to the 

performer, it may be necessary to re-consider the vision as a free horizon, in its entirety problematic

while rooted in a projection-vision movement, of an idea that is drawn more than a postcard that can

be seen in a certain light. Under the rule of imagination, focusing on the visions of possibility entail 

an understanding of Architecture as art, an art more than a technique. Vision, transformation and 

transfiguration as a mirror of the free play of the faculties that Kant immortalized.

Thus, the symposium FILARCH 2021, focused on the relation between Philosophy and 

Architecture, also aims to open the field of reflection to different areas of knowledge, intending to 

provide the opportunity to think freely.



Visão, possibilidade, virtualidade

Uma das maiores belezas da Arquitectura é o seu trabalho com o que não existe, com o que não se 

vê ainda, com o que não está lá. Tal como na escultura, as linhas desse trabalho desenham 

precisamente esse esforço de dar-a-ver, de desvelamento do pensamento, e das suas imagens, ao 

olhar do outro. A partilha de uma visão é um desnudamento do acto de criação, uma exposição, um 

interior que se torna exterior. Um movimento do esboço, no bloco de notas, na planta, ao realizado. 

Como um crime, e talvez mais do que em qualquer outra arte, a arquitetura permite recolher todas 

as migalhas e reencontrar o fio desde a nascente à foz. E esse movimento está longe de ser fácil, 

embora possa ser simples, e o trabalho da sua compreensão e descrição é vasto e múltiplo. O que 

aqui nos prende e constitui a proposta do FILARCH 2021 é o desafio de mostrar em que consiste 

uma visão, uma possibilidade que se ergue no real como uma sombra da imaginação sobre as 

coisas. Baudelaire avisa-nos para essa luta, entre a noite e o dia, e no intervalo o embate com a 

fantasmagoria onde “um artista (…) encontra -se então como que assaltado por uma turba de 

detalhes, todos reclamando justiça com a mesma fúria de uma multidão ávida por igualdade 

absoluta”, todos pedindo salvação do abismo escuro do esquecimento. No dilema da fixação e da 

liberdade do informe, nesse intervalo da criação amar a liberdade e a melancolia antecipada do 

cristalizado, do que nunca chegará a mostrar a sua força total e todos os seus afluentes, a visão de 

uma obra debate-se prisioneira do futuro, dos futuros, sem gesto redentor que a salve do longo e 

árduo caminho da potência ao acto. Se Aristóteles viu isto com a máxima clareza da potencialidade, 

a possibilidade joga-se hoje na virtualidade de uma dobra infinita. Se do ponto de vista técnico, e de

execução, o gesto do projecto se encontra hoje à mercê das balizas da tecnologia e da informática 

que subjugam a arte ao executante, talvez seja necessário re-considerar a visão como horizonte 

livre, na sua totalidade problemática enquanto radicante num movimento de projecção-visão, de 

uma ideia que se desenha mais do que um postal que se dá a ver sob determinada luz.

Sob o reinado da imaginação, as visões da possibilidade entroncam uma compreensão da 

Arquitetura como arte, uma arte mais do que técnica. Visão, transformação e transfiguração como 

espelho do jogo livre das faculdades que Kant imortalizou.

Assim, o simpósio FILARCH 2021, focado na relação entre Filosofia e Arquitetura, visa também 

abrir o campo de reflexão a diferentes áreas do conhecimento, pretendendo proporcionar a 

oportunidade de pensar livremente.  



PROGRAMA

05.11.2021 - Friday

9.00 Welcoming

9.15 Welcome Speech

Eduardo Queiroga – Organização

Conceição Melo –  Presidente do Conselho Directivo  da Seccção Regional  Norte /  Ordem dos

Arquitectos

Fátima Vieira – Presidente da Fundação Marques da Silva

9.30-11.00 Keynote Speech

” Visão, Emoção e Arquitetura”

Diogo Ferrer, Universidade de Coimbra



11.00 – 11.15 Coffee Break

11.15-12.15 Session 1
Panel chair: Constantino Pereira Martins

CorpoPeleCasa: reflexões sobre o corpo em-composição

Natália de Sá (USP, Brasil)

O ver é sujeito da Arquitectura

Maribel Mendes Sobreira (CFUL, Portugal)

14.00-17.00 Session 2
Panel chair: Constantino Pereira Martins

Between Aesthetics and Politics through David Harvey and Jacques Rancière

Martina Bonci ( National Civil Service Project, Italy)

Architecture and philosophy of tragedy: Brazilian late modernism as a case study

Diogo Mondini Pereira,  (USP, Brasil)

Rethinking justice, rethinking architecture: body and spaces

María Victoria Londoño-Becerra, DePaul University (U.S.A)

Coffee Break

Architecture symbolism of the St. Sophia Cathedral in Kyiv

Natalia Kovalchuk (Borys Grinchenko Kyiv University, Ucrânia)

Errors in Interpreting Architecture

Borbála Jász Institute of Philosophy (ELKH); Budapest  University  of Technology
and  Economic  (  Hungria)  –  Zsolt  Bátori,  Kodolányi  János  University/  Budapest
University of Technology and Economics (Hungria)

Tearing down the statues, building up the values

Aneta Kohoutová , Centre for Ethics, University of Pardubice ( República Checa)

17.00- Informal meeting



06.11.2021 _ Saturday

10.30-12.00 Session 3
Panel chair: Eduardo Queiroga

Do rats learn to build maps?

Pedro Borges de Araújo (Universidade do Porto, Portugal)

Between Aesthetics and Politics through David Harvey and Jacques Rancière

Martina Bonci ( National Civil Service Project, Italy)

Envisioning the possibility of place. Martin Heidegger, Christian Norberg-Schulz and

Kenneth Frampto

Constantinos V. Proimos ( Hellenic Open University, Grécia)

14.00-16.00 Session 4
Panel chair: Constantino Pereira Martins

“Self as a building” or architecture according to the phenomenology of possible

Luz Ascarate (University Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, France )

The material construction of the architect’s body

Vitor Alves  ( Architect, Portugal)

Possible  life  and  corporeality.  Thinking  the  architectural  novelty  with  Heinrich

Wölfflin

Quentin Gailhac (Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, França)

18.30 Final Symposium dinner



BOOK OF ABSTRACTS

1. Diogo Ferrer, Universidade de Coimbra  (Centro de Estudos Clássicos e Humanísticos – 

CECH), Visão, Emoção e Arquitetura

A filosofia da arquitetura enfatizou por vezes, como um problema, que a experiência e a

concepção predominantemente visuais da arquitetura acentuam a dimensão do afastamento,

da idealização e da anulação das vivências e forças reais, o que resulta no empobrecimento

da construção e da habitação.  Uma experiência sensorial  mais completa,  pelo contrário,

favorece a experiência da proximidade imediata, da corporalidade, da afecção e da emoção,

e promove assim a intensificação da comunidade ética humana.

Procurando esclarecer e responder a esta questão, a conferência examinará (1) a articulação

dos conceitos da visão e da emoção em alguns momentos significativos da antropologia

filosófica, e (2) como estes conceitos se podem encontrar em exemplos do pensamento e da

vivência arquitetónicos. (3) Procurar-se-á esclarecer a relação da visão com a corporalidade,

entendida como uma componente central da emoção, e como (4) a vivência do corpo é

patente na experiência arquitetónica. (5) Acrescentar-se-á, no entanto, que a experiência da

arquitetura só se pode traduzir numa intensificação da comunidade ética na mesma medida

em  que  seja  capaz  de  integrar  os  elementos  perceptivos  e  corpóreos,  bem  como  as

dimensões  visual  e  emocional,  numa  ordem  conceptual  e  cognoscitiva.  (6)  Os  dados

filosóficos e arquitetónicos estudados devem permitir concluir, por fim, que a compreensão

da  arquitetura  requer  não  só  uma  experiência  sensorial  e  corpórea,  como  também  a

educação da visão e das emoções através de conceitos éticos e teóricos.

Estádios  neste  percurso  serão  obras  de  Hegel,  Schopenhauer,  Wölfflin,  Le  Corbusier,

Heidegger,  Sartre,  Venturi,  Roger  Scruton  e  Siza  Vieira,  entre  outras  referências  mais

breves.



Abstract

The  philosophy  of  Architecture  has  sometimes  emphasized,  as  a  problem,  that  the

predominance  of  a  visual  conception  and  experience  of  architecture  accentuates  the

dimensions of remoteness and idealization,  and the cancellation of real  experiences and

forces.  Such  a  predominance  results  thus  in  the  impoverishment  of  construction  and

housing.  A more complete  sensory  experience,  in  contrast,  promotes  the  experiences  of

immediate proximity, embodiment, affection and emotion, furthering thus the human ethical

community.

In order to clarify this issue, I will examine (1) how the concepts of vision and emotion are

articulate in some significant moments of the philosophical anthropology, and (2) how these

concepts are present in examples of architectural thought and experience. (3) I will try to

clarify the relationship between vision and corporeality, understood as a central component

of  emotion,  and how (4)  the  experience of  embodiment  is  manifest  in  the  architectural

experience.  (5)  It  will  be  added,  however,  that  the  experience  of  architecture  can  only

contribute to an intensification of the ethical community insofar as it is able to integrate the

perceptual and corporeal elements,  as well as the visual and emotional dimensions, in a

conceptual and cognitive order.  (6) The philosophical and architectural elements studied

should allow us to conclude, finally, that the understanding of architecture requires not only

a sensory and bodily experience, but also the education of vision and emotions by ethical

and theoretical concepts.

Stages in the discussion will be works by Hegel, Schopenhauer,  Wölfflin, Le Corbusier,

Heidegger, Sartre, Venturi, Roger Scruton and Siza Vieira, among other briefer references.



2. Natália de Sá , (USP, São Paulo), CorpoPeleCasa: reflexões sobre o corpo em-

composição

Este artigo propõe o estudo de processos de construção e produção sociais da

arquitetura e da cidade que têm no entendimento do corpo como produtor de

conhecimento uma potência em revisitar as epistemologias delineadas na lógica de

produção racional capitalista e oferecer possibilidades não-lineares de pensar, sentir e

produzir espaços não apenas para, mas com, por e através das pessoas.

Esta pesquisa propõe uma reflexão a partir de oficinas realizadas para investigar

a experiência do corpo no habitar. Os estudos propostos se apoiam nas ideias: de

Spinoza (2017) e Deleuze (2011) e os corpos relacionais; Eleonora Fabião (2008) e o

programa performativo; Hundertwasser (2003) e as 5 peles; com apoio metodológico

de jogos e exercícios das artes cênicas e do corpo (dança, teatro e performance), para

estimular um tensionamento rumo à criação de corpos, observando estruturas que

condicionam sua relação com a casa, e buscando identificar resistências corpóreas às

espacialidades padronizadoras que falseiam a casa com analogia a uma máquina de

morar (Le Corbusier, 1887-1965), ideia difundida num linguajar arquitetural enviesado.

A apreensão do corpo como relacional, temporário (não-fixo) e singular (não-

universal), apoiada no pensamento filosófico spinozista, permite compreender a casa

como corpo, para além das metáforas que lhes representam como abrigo, invólucro,

definição e identificação de um sujeito no mundo.

O corpo habitante (humano/social) não é aqui compreendido como separado

da casa, descartando-se a lógica funcionalista, difundida em um senso comum, de que

“arquitetura é o abrigo das atividades humanas”. Corpo e casa não se relacionam por

causa e efeito, mas numa integração rumo à constituição de uma coisa só, um

“corpocasa”, ao mesmo tempo em que são corpo e casa enquanto corpos por si sós.

O entendimento, não como entidades prontas, mas em-composição, possibilita perceber

que as relações que se estabelecem, processualmente, redefinem um e outro

mutuamente: constantemente e em situação (no que tange a experiência).

Uma pessoa - com necessidades, pensamentos, crenças e práticas culturais - é

entendida como uma unidade espaço-temporal que produz lugares e paisagens



através dos movimentos cotidianos, dando significado e forma ao espaço que cria

como potencialidade para as relações sociais e políticas. Este entendimento, proposto

pela antropóloga Setha Low (2014), se alinha às reflexões sobre as 5 peles, do artista

austríaco Hundertwasser, que situa o corpo (humano/social) no centro da compreensão

e autonomia do sujeito.

Pela teoria do corpomídia, das pesquisadoras Helena Katz e Christine Greiner

(2005), a expressividade do corpo, criador e criatura do ambiente que habita, pode ser

considerada chave para uma construção coletiva de subjetividade, buscando evitar a

ideia essencialista que processos capitalistas vêm promovendo e que leva ao

isolamento e adoecimento das pessoas e das cidades a partir do modo de vida

moderno.

Como é possível abordar o habitar desde outra lógica? A habitação como

construção social: como processo (relacional e temporário) e não como objeto

(funcional e fixo). A relação de fluxo entre estar e ser. Que violências sobre o corpo

construções padronizadas podem gerar? Como reconhecer e enfrentar a violência da

coerção no modo de morar?

3. Maribel Mendes Sobreira, CFUL, O ver é sujeito da Arquitectura

Pretende-se analisar o “ver” da Arquitectura, colocando a tónica na experiência

estética. Pensar uma universalidade, ou mesmo uma essencialidade do ver, terá de ter

este prossuposto em consideração: que a sua construção categorial (conceptual) na

constituição da experiência estética é sempre um elemento cénico de uma cultura que

gravita no seu próprio centro e que, tal como o ângulo morto de um carro, mantém

refém tudo aquilo que não cabe no seu panorama de visão, se não vejo não existe.

Para isso ao longo deste apresentação colocaremos a tónica na pergunta pelo

universal do ver e se este é mesmo um universal homogéneo, ou se apenas se constituí

através de pressupostos espaciais. O método que desenvolveremos passa pela

construção do conceito Ver é sujeito (Merleau-Ponty; Didi-Huberman) para

defendermos a importância de pensarmos a espacialidade a partir de um sujeito

engajado, através da interligação do conceito de espaçamento (räumen; Heidegger;



Martina Löw) entendido no sentido existencial, como elemento constitutivo da

subjectividade, e não no sentido físico e geométrico característico das ciências, que nos

permitem problematizar a neutralidade ilusória da relação sujeito-objecto para

pensarmos a arquitectura desde fora e não de dentro.

Veremos que nós não somos neutros, o que vemos e como integramos as

categorias da percepção na nossa estrutura cognitiva influência a construção imagética

da alteridade e do espaço; veja-se como, no início dos anos 70, foi problematizado

através da desconstrução do gaze instituído feita por John Berger em Modos de Ver

(1972), chamando a atenção para o facto de que o elemento activo do ver está no sujeito

que criou dispositivos visuais à sua medida.

Para tal não nos centraremos nas categorias de espaço abstracto, geométrico e

de base técnico-científica. Interessa-nos antes o espaço vivencial, pois não é o primeiro

que o sujeito apreende. Ou seja, só o apercebe/apreende quando o analisa e toma

consciência das suas coordenadas. Antes de tal acontecer o que se dá à intuição de um

espaço que se abre, que se espacializa, são os campos, as camadas de sentido vivencial,

interligadas com outras que carregam histórias e memórias, um verdadeiro espaço

vivido onde o corpo se abre ao espaçamento, corporalizando-se, jogando com o espaço

abstracto e o espaço vivencial.

4. Natalia Kovalchuk, Borys Grinchenko Kyiv University, Architecture symbolism of the 

St. Sophia Cathedral in Kyiv

The main temple of Kyiv is the cathedral of St. Sophia which symbolizes the 

incarnation of wisdom in its dimensional city environment.

From this point of view, it would be interesting to make a decodification of 

numeric symbolism of dome of this cathedral.  This cathedral was built based

on Byzantian cruciform system. In the center there’s a dome which is 

connected with cruciform vaults. Between branches in the cross there are 

another twelve rows: first one has four middle domes; second one has eight 

little domes. This led to the fact that the dome composition has a different 

view from every side of the cathedral. From the western side the cathedral 



has 7 domes; from the eastern one it has 5 domes; from northern and southern

side it has 6 domes. Five domes symbolize the Christ and Ecumenical Church.

In the universal symbolism number five means spiritual quintessential, that 

creatively acts on the material.

Western facade with central portal indicates the entrance to the cathedral. 

Upon it there are 7 domes – symbol of church as a place of wisdom. Number 

seven is also a symbol of Our Lady which unites earth and heaven, corporal 

and spiritual.

Interesting in also a correlation of numbers seven-eight in the dome 

composition of the western part of the cathedra. Seven domes we can see 

from the earth, eight from the sky. Number eight is a symbol of the general 

Resurrection.

As Kyiv often called second Jerusalem, the Cathedral of St. Sophia incarnate 

the idea of the Holy City in different architectonic forms. The sacred number 

twelve which is a symbol of Jerusalem, is represented in different variations. 

As an example, it could be twelve cruciform pillars that resemble 12 gates to 

the Jerusalem.

 Number of plates 12 also correspondent to the conception of New Jerusalem.

But the most important is that the number twelve is also represented in 

different measures of the cathedral. 12 ft.  is the inner radius of the central 

apse. The same measure inherent as well to the overlap of the structure on 

three vertical levels: in the heels of the lower tier arches, under the choirs at 

floor level and in the heels of the small arches above the choirs.  Thus, the 

New Jerusalem is identified with the church in number 12 that symbolizes the

ecumenical church established by twelve apostles.

Liturgical structure of the temple in liked first of all with the figure of 

Oranta, which is place at the center of the cathedral and makes a sense of 

whole interior of the temple. Traditional Oranta’s gesture took its beginning 

from the early Christian art tradition. hands raised to the level of the head ─ 

is a gesture of prayer. Thus, the context of this Psalme proclaims the 

deference of the city by God from chaos as well as from internal and external

enemies.



5. Diogo Mondini Pereira,  USP – São Paulo, Architecture and philosophy of tragedy: 

Brazilian late modernism as a case study

This paper aims to investigate the relationship between Brazilian late modernist architecture

from 1960s,  until  early  1980s  and the  philosophy  of  the  tragic,  starting  from Marshall

Berman's  suggestion  about  the  “tragedy of  development”.  Supported  in  Goethe's  Faust,

Berman  stated  that  the  tragedy  of  development  was  particularly  in  the  so-called  Third

World: The split I have described in Goethe's Faust is pervasive in European society, and it

will  be  one  of  the  primary  sources  of  international  romanticism.  But  it  has  a  special

resonance in countries that are socially, economically and politically "underdeveloped."The

context of Brazilian late modernism is itself tragic in a Goethian regard - as suggested by

Szondi. The tragedy arises from the alliance of antagonistic forces around a common goal:

in this case the constitution of a modern, developed, urban and industrialized nation. Such

antagonistic forces were the far-right military regime that lasted from 1964 to 1985 and the

architectural field of libertarian and socialist orientation. Despite the political persecution of

prominent figures such as Niemeyer, Vilanova Artigas and Mendes da Rocha, modernist

architecture with brutalist aesthetics had great state support - like no other artistic avant-

garde in the period. Modernism became a sort of official aesthetic, replicated in all regions

of Brazil in large-scale works such as public offices, power plants, factories and stations - in

this  sense,  closely  aligned  with  the  Faustian  tragedy.  The  developmental  efforts  of  the

military regime - as a hypertrophied continuity of Plano de Metas (Plan of Goals) of the

democratic Kubistchek government (1956 - 1960), head of Brasília’s construction (1960) -

transformed Brazil into an urban and industrialized country, without however achieving the

desired modern and developed condition. Through the contributions of the philosophy of the

tragic,  this  paper  seeks  to  discuss  the  effects  of  the  tragedy of  the  development  of  the

military regime (1964 - 1985), as well as to analyze possible reflections of tragic paradoxes

in Brazilian late modernism, characterized by an anti-functionalist architecture, linked to

tragic  concepts  such  as  chance  and  unpredictability.  Likewise,  the  brutalist  aesthetic

dialogue with the technical limitations of an architecture that no longer intended itself as a

technological  vanguard,  but  sought  to  constitute  a  poetics  of  its  own  limitations,  as



represented  so  well  by  the  Brazilian  Pavilion  at  Expo  70  in  Osaka  designed  by  Paulo

Mendes da Rocha, summarized in the competition jury minutes: The winning project chose

a distinctly Brazilian approach. It presents as a basic solution the release of the terrain, with

a floor treatment elaborated on the composition of a space rich in forms and content. His

greatest sense of depth is an unmistakable poetics, closely linked to Brazilian traditions.

This architecture and the dialogue with the tragic could be summed up in the words of Lina

Bo Bardi, an architecture that sought the “ugly” as an antidote to bourgeois ideals of beauty:

“Beautiful is easy, what’s difficult is Ugly, the true Ugly. I hope that SESC Pompéia Factory

sport complex is ugly, far uglier than the São Paulo Art Museum. It is a Silo, a Bunker, a

Container”.

6. María Victoria Londoño-Becerra, DePaul University (U.S.A), Rethinking justice, 

rethinking architecture: body and spaces

We are increasingly aware that to build is to govern: to organize, direct and regulate society;

to control and discipline bodies.  The paradigmatic example of this  relationship between

governing,  architecture,  discipline,  and the  body  is  the  already  well  studied  panopticon

(Bentham, Foucault). As a penitentiary typology that allows for a 360-degree field of vision,

the panopticon grants a guard the possibility of seeing the entirety of the inmate population.

It is also well known how this typology is still the prevalent one in our day, and how the

concept  and  practices  of  justice–with  a  few  exceptions—  are  associated,  not  to  say

inconceivable, without its relationship to the carceral system. But what would happen if

instead of thinking architecture in terms of punishment and control, as in the case of the

panopticon  and  the  carceral  system,  we  thought  of  spaces  for  forgiveness  and

reconciliation? The question, of course, can also be thought of in other terms: What kind of

spaces can be built if we think of alternative ways of understanding justice (i.e. restorative

justice) rather than just focusing on a retributive and punitive definition of it? Following

Sara Ahmed’s understanding of spatiality and the body, this paper tackles the question of

justice  and  architecture  by  examining  the  relationship  between  the  body  and  the  built

environment. The claim is that this relationship does not operate in one direction: spaces are



neither empty containers inhabited by bodies, nor are bodies agentless “objects” given to be

passively  disciplined  by  built  spaces.  Rather,  we  want  to  understand  this  relation  as

bidirectional.  Spaces  are  shaped by the repetitive  –indeed compulsive—use of  them by

certain bodies and not others; and those same spaces, once shaped, are ready to receive and

reinforce their already given use. We will examine this relation between bodies and spaces

in the case of restorative justice, using as an example a program of restorative justice for

young people in conflict with the law in Bogota, Colombia.

7. Borbála Jász / Zsolt Bátori, Budapest University of Technology and Economics , Errors

in Interpreting Architecture

We argue that the communicative content of architectural objects may be understood on the

basis of architectural illocutionary acts. For our arguments we partially rely on some of the

concepts suggested by Nelson Goodman in his paper How Buildings Mean (1988). Despite

its  title,  however,  Goodman’s  system  is  a  promising  account  only  of  what can  be

communicated with buildings, but the how aspect is not explicit in his theory. Our theory of

object acts accounts for the construction and interpretation of architectural meaning on the

basis of  how we interpret architectural locutionary acts (buildings) in the context of their

production and use.  In  this  paper  we are  going to  examine the process  of  architectural

meaning and the nature of errors in interpreting architecture.

Let  us  explicate  our  proposal  with  a  specific  example,  the  Heart  of  Jesus  church  in

München:

Interpretation 1 of the Heart of Jesus, München (as an architectural illocutionary act)

Architectural object locutionary act: The architectural construct itself, the physical building.

Architectural object illocutionary act: The locutionary act (physical building) interpreted in

the context of the ancient Christian heritage presented in the highest level of technology. Its

purpose is to help decoding the original meaning of the Christian community. The door

motif is analogous to / represents the arms of Jesus. The transparent glass walls refer to the



functioning  of  the  building  and  the  inclusive  and  open  nature  of  the  Church  (as  the

community).

Perlocutionary effects: Feeling the glory, awe, and the acceptance of God.

Interpretation 2 of the Heart of Jesus, München (as an architectural illocutionary act)

Architectural object locutionary act: The architectural construct itself, the physical building.

Architectural object illocutionary act: The locutionary act (physical building) interpreted as

an industrial building with secular materials and profane architectural solutions. The users

are  not  able  to  decode  the  connections  between  the  building  and  the  Church  (as  an

institution). The door motif is only a cheap-looking industrial solution for them (which is in

fact very expensive). It is viewed and understood as being too profane and inappropriate to

be a sacred place.

Perlocutionary effect: Being disappointed and feeling that the building is inappropriate for

its religious function.

We  will  argue  that  the  error  in  the  second  interpretation  is  analogous  to  the  error  of

interpreting irony literally. The illocutionary act is the interpretation of the locutionary act in

a  given context.  The  cause of  the  error  is  that  the  interpretation  is  “literal”,  instead of

metaphorical. The “literal” interpretation means that an industrial building is inappropriately

used  as  a  church.  The  metaphorical  interpretation  requires  understanding  the  complex

meaning construction.

8. Kohoutova Aneta, Centre for Ethics, University of Pardubice, Tearing down the statues, 

building up the values - What role do public spaces play in a formation of human 

characters and identities

In light of the recent events which included tearing down statues across the United 

States of America and newly in Canada as well, one has to ask what role public spaces have 

in our lives and what values and emotions they pass onto a society. In my research, I am 

dealing with questions concerning the ethics of public space. One of my favourite 



definitions of this term I found so far is one given by Richard Sennet in his book Building 

and dwelling: Ethics for the City (2018). He claims that ethics of public spaces could be 

perceived as a way we deal with cultural differences. Those differences appear within the 

presence of others, which I consider the essence of public spaces. According to Hannah 

Arendt the public spaces could be defined as spaces of appearance, that is a place where one

could be heard and seen by others. But in order to appear the condition of having a place is 

necessary. Thus at the core of this paper lies questions: Do we treat public spaces as public? 

And what does it mean to maintain a (good) public life? 

The presence of others is crucial and creates a melting pot of pluralities hidden under 

the umbrella concept of public space. In my paper I will reflect how this plurality is shaped 

and influenced by the place where one lives. And according to that I will ask what values 

and emotions public spaces, namely in this paper, the monuments and public art placed in 

the shared areas, evoke. My study question could be outlined as follows: What role do 

monuments and public art play in our lives and how do they shape and influence our 

identities and the ways we perceive the world? In my presentation I will work with the 

thoughts of Hannah Arendt, Judith Butler and Sandra Shapshay who promotes an aesthetic 

category called “monumental” in which she finds a link between the political and the 

aesthetic function of public art. 

9. Pedro Borges de Araújo, Universidade do Porto, Do rats learn to build maps?

This brief essay on the importance of being, or being called, an 'architect' synthesizes 

critical

analyses of ontological, metaphysical, and epistemological issues triggered by the evocative

theme 'Visions'. The analyses are derived from research in neuroscience and the cognitive

sciences, and the philosophical problematics concerning agency in architecture, that is, the

question of what delimits the actions of architects. The polysemy offered under the title

‘Visions’ – a synthesis of the symposium's thematic spectrum – evolved during the history 

of what ‘architects’ have done since the advent of human-animal agency began transforming

the environment. We can select several moments in this history and choose those in which

architecture and philosophy are explicitly indiscernible from each other. These are also



moments when the very word ‘vision' and the semantic universe it evokes assumes a

prominent role in the construction of European culture, including architects and architecture.

Within this process, and throughout its phases of change and bifurcations, we will refer to

‘architecture’ – what architects do – and its agents – the architects who have come to us – as

‘modern’. It was philosophy that triggered the debate that, from the 14th century onwards,

elevated architects to the status of liberal professionals. This transitional phase was 

necessary in order to overcome the physical work, materiality, and the expertise of 

experience-endowed artists, ‘artisans’ as they were then called after their subjection to the 

'arts & crafts' corporations. Thus becomes evident the limits that the generational 

transmission of experience by experience demanded as an examination of professional 

proficiency. Its counterpart – the world of ideas, universals, reason – proposed the liberation

from the tyranny of the senses, the immediate, the contingent, the local, and the tangible. On

the basis of what it was like to be an architect at that time, we can formulate what it is like 

today to be such a professional living under such a title. The ‘visions’ – conceptually and 

literally – came to realize this. It fell to philosophers and artists to fight for ideas of the 

imagined transition. The ‘Renaissance Paragone’ remained within the history of our culture 

as documented memory.

The central dispute – albeit derived from the technical skills that reveal both the artist and 

his art – ended up being complemented and surpassed by the fundamental belief in 'Disegno'

as 'the conception of an artwork'. Of Tuscan origin, ‘Il segno di Dio’ imposed on the so-

called 'work of art’ a divine or quasi-divine origin: Disegno – and the artist as the means to 

unveil it to the world of the senses. Thus was bifurcated the architect of Greco-Latin culture.

The process, the importance of being an ‘architect’, found a new phase, a shift in the time 

frame, between the 19th and 20th centuries, with an emphasis on ‘the cognitive turn of the 

1950s’ and the entry into the 21st century. It was up to science, namely neuroscience and the

cognitive sciences, to give a decisive impulse to this new transition. Meanwhile, the visions 

drawn have become a significant feature of the production of the built environment showing

itself as a brand-new manifestation of the 'art' of architecture. ‘Do rats learn to build maps? 

Or is this ability given prior to experience?’



10. Martina Bonci, Between Aesthetics and Politics through David Harvey and Jacques 

Rancière

The analysis of complexity has always been the bread and butter of philosophers and critical

thinkers.  For  example,  David  Harvey  and  Jacques  Rancière  successfully  bridged

architecture, aesthetics and politics. 

The geographer David Harvey observed that the urban space changes according to market

needs.  Harvey claimed that  the  city  transforms every  day,  and even the slightest  urban

mutations hide a deeper, philosophical meaning. The urbanistic technique called “zooning”

allows researchers to divide the city into many functional areas: the industrial, productive

area, the residential, and the leisure sectors. Interestingly, through the ‘zooning’ technique, it

is possible not only to map the different urban zones, but also to control them. By virtue of

this pattern, the city became the perfect place for investing capital.  In particular, Harvey

brilliantly connects architecture, aesthetics and politics as he argues that the urban space is

crucial  to  the  capitalistic  system,  a  source  of  profit  in  itself.  According  to  Harvey,  for

example, the unequal use of resources is behind the existence of a ‘first’ and a ‘third’ world.

The  capital  system  empowers  by  growing  inequalities  in  order  to  accumulate  capital.

Moreover, capitalism aims at promoting movement of capital, therefore it tends to organize

the space to overcome the barriers and to speed up the transportation of goods. This attitude

generates spaces homologated in structure and function, rooting the capitalistic structure in

the local culture.

The division of the urban space is a deeply political issue. The historic period between the

1960s and 1970s in Italy, was called the age of ‘deregulation’,  because of urban design

choices bordering on legality or even illegal. Thus, nowadays there are many abandoned and

unfinished  buildings  all  around  the  ‘bel  paese’.  And  since  politicians  have  not  been

interested  in  urban  regeneration  until  now,  Italian  and  foreign  artists  took  care  of  it.

Paradoxically, art instead of politics has become the way to transform reality and to bear

universal values. The philosopher Jacques Rancière has been one of the greatest theorists of

the  political  value  of  the  Art. Therefore  art  can  be  a  powerful  instrument  of  political

resistance,  as  it  triggers  reflections  and  frees emotions,  especially  in  those  suburbs

abandoned by politics.  According to Rancière,  art and especially public art in the urban

space is a way to link urban environments with politics, as the praxis of existence.



11. Constantinos V. Proimos, Hellenic Open University, Envisioning the possibility of 

place. Martin Heidegger, Christian Norberg-Schulz and Kenneth Frampton

Both Christian Norberg-Schulz and Kenneth Frampton have written on Martin Heidegger’s 

views on building and dwelling from which they seem to have been influenced. However, 

upon close scrutiny, their views seem to differ from Heidegger’s when it comes to place and

the way place comes to be. For as Heidegger indicates through his famous example of the 

bridge in “Building, Dwelling, Thinking” the location, the place “comes into existence only 

by virtue of the bridge” (So kommt den die Brücke nicht erst an einen Ort hin zu stehen, 

sondern von der Brücke selbst her entsteht erst ein Ort, Martin Heidegger, Κτίζειν, 

κατοικείν, σκέπτεσθαι, μτφ. Γιώργος Ξηροπαϊδης, bilingual edition, Αθηνα, Πλέθρον, 2008, 

p. 50). It seems that human made things emerge as events n Heidegger’s view and influence 

the world on their own right and in a constructivist way. Human made things, works, seem 

to stand outside all relations (Martin Heidegger, “The Origin of the Work of Art” in Poetry, 

Language, Thought, transl. Albert Hofstadter, New York, Harper& Row, 1975, p. 41) as 

claimed in “The Origin of the Work of Art” setting up a world, setting forth the earth and 

letting the truth take place as a happening and becoming, a founding that ultimately comes 

from Nothing, in the sense that it never comes from the ordinary and the traditional (Ibid., p.

76). Schulz, on the contrary, seems to claim that it is not the building that brings the place 

into existence. The place is already there when the building starts to be erected and “its 

detail explains the environment and makes its character manifest.” (Christian Norberg-

Schulz, “The Phenomenon of Place” in Theorizing a New Agenda for Architecture. An 

Anthology of Architectural Theory, ed. Kate Nesbitt, New York, Princeton Architectural 

Press, 1996, p. 413) By place Schulz means “a totality made up of concrete things having 

material substance, shape, texture and color” (ibid. p. 414). A place is given as a character 

and an atmosphere. Things like buildings make this character and atmosphere manifest to 

the extent they express it. Likewise, Kenneth Frampton, introduces the distinctions between 

architecture and building, industrialized construction and demanding craftsmanship, 

autonomous architectural practice and place-making and loss of rapport with nature and an 

architecture that is life fulfilling (Kenneth Frampton, “On Reading Heidegger” in 



Theorizing a New Agenda for Architecture. An Anthology of Architectural Theory, ed. Kate 

Nesbitt, New York, Princeton Architectural Press, 1996, p. 442-446). The purpose of these 

distinctions is to qualify Heidegger’s constructivism and unquestioned espousal of building 

as place generator. Although not stated clearly, Schulz’s and Frampton’s views on place are 

more intricate but less challenging than Heidegger’s radical constructivist visions.   

12. “Self as a building” or architecture according to the phenomenology of possible

Luz Ascarate ( (ATER -University of Franche-Comté, França)

“Self as a building” or architecture according to the phenomenology of possible

We are in one place while we imagine or think of several others, so we can say that, from

the phenomenological perspective, we inhabit several places at the same time. There are

architectural constructions that accompany us from childhood. In the same way, certain

architectural places leave their trace in our spirit and accompany us in our visits to other 

places. In this presentation, we will devote ourselves to thinking, from the 

phenomenological of possible, about architecture as a practice that constitutes our 

perception of the world, our spirit, ourselves. First, in accordance with the 

phenomenological cosmology of Renaud Barbaras (L'appartenance. Vers une cosmologie 

phénoménologique, 2021), we will propose that space, and not time as classical philosophy 

thought of it, constitutes our innermost self. Using the tools of Barbaras' perspective, we 

will distinguish between place, site and ground as constituents of the experience of 

subjectivity.

We will question here the role played by architectural configurations in the constitution

of our belonging to a world (ground) that configures our position (site) and the vision 

through which this world is given to us (place). According to Barbaras, the human being, 

constituted mainly

by space, unlike the stone (constituted mainly by time), unfolds its possibilities of being by 

situating itself in different constructions at the same time, which defines its capacity to 

change places, to travel, to remember architectural constructions and to project itself to new 

places. It is the spatial displacement that would thus define the essence of the human being.



Secondly, using the tools of Paul Ricoeur's phenomenological hermeneutics (Architecture

et narrativité, Urbanisme, 1998), we will explore the meaning of architecture in 

correspondence with narrativity as a unity of space and time, within the experience of the 

possible. According to Ricoeur, it is time, and not space, that is the fundamental category for

understanding the meaning of architecture, an enclosure of possible narratives that, like 

fictions, constitute our experience. Barbaras' and Ricoeur's perspectives seem to be opposed 

to each other. Indeed, Barbaras gives more importance to space and Ricoeur gives more 

importance to time in order to understand the meaning of architecture in the constitution of 

the experience. However, we will propose a unitary interpretation of architecture, which 

integrates the perspectives of Barbaras and Ricoeur.

This interpretation will, to this end, effect a reversal of the common view of the categories 

of space and time. We will define the experience of the human being inside architectural 

constructions as the unfolding of a spatial experience, in the sense that subjectivity, thanks 

to memory and imagination, virtually travels through several places at the same time when it

is physically in one, at each instant, independently of the temporal flow, which results in the 

constitution of the interiority of the subject himself: the self is his relation to the building. 

Next, we will define the materiality of the architectural construction as a temporary 

construction: like stones for Barbaras, the architectural construction is maintained in time. It

is because of this that architectural construction itself deploys diverse narratives, as Ricoeur 

thinks, in the experience of human beings. In sum, our presentation will argue that 

architecture constitutes the most intimate experience of human beings.

13. The material construction of the architect’s body

Vitor Alves ( Architect)

According to António Damásio in Self Comes to Mind
(2010), one of the most distinct characteristics of the human
brain is the extraordinary ability it has to create mental images,
manipulate and apply reasoning to them. For the scientist, the



human mind works as a kind of cinematographic montage with
images formed from perception or memory, whether
consciously or non-consciously. In other words, reasoning and
creative thinking result from the interaction between images.
The reflection proposed here observes how in some
architects (for example, Álvaro Siza or Eduardo Souto de
Moura, although in a personal and distinct way in each of
them), it is through the conscious identification with the images
of others and its incorporation in their own work, that allows
them not only to overcome the anguish they face when
confronted with the definition of the reality to be built, but also
the constitution of a personal oeuvre. This essay argues that the
way they proceed is similar to the functioning of the
hupomnemata as described by Michel Foucault in Self Writing
(1983): personal notebooks quite common among the educated
public of ancient Greece and important objects for the
discourse’s subjectivation, recording quotations, fragments of
works or reflections from others aiming to constitute the “body
of the one who, by transcribing his readings, has appropriated
them and made their truth his own” (Foucault, 1983, p. 213).
Arguably, it is through the ‘ingestion’ of the words (or
images) of others that one builds his own body (oeuvre).

14. Possible life and corporeality. Thinking the architectural novelty with Heinrich Wölfflin

Quentin Gailhac (Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, França)

  In his 1888 book Renaissance and Baroque, Heinrich Wölfflin relates the dominant style 

of an architectural period to a certain state of the one’s own body. By translating the ways of

being, the bodily attitudes and breathing movements of a certain epoch of humanity, an 

architectural style thus has the function of realising the bodily well-being (Wohlbefinden) of 

those who have to live in it, of those who live with (Miterleben) the present and dominant 

architectural style. The spatial forms of architecture represent the body's own need to live in 



a certain way and therefore express the representations that each epoch makes of the most 

favourable conditions for the development of organic life.

   The notion of well-being, linked to a certain architectural style, is however far from being 

limited only to the representations that a people or a period of history may have of the 

conditions of present life. In this sense, Wölfflin inherits the Kantian characterisation of 

bodily well-being (körperlichen Wohlbefindens). In paragraph 54 of the Critique of 

Judgement, Kant defines pleasure as a feeling of intensification of life, i.e. also of bodily 

well-being, insofar as pleasure is also a feeling fundamentally directed towards a possible 

well-being (mögliches Wohlbefinden). But where Kant limited this well-being to the sphere 

of the simple pleasure of sensation (even future sensation), Wölfflin gives this notion an 

unprecedented aesthetic scope, by granting it the value of a necessary condition for the birth

of a new architectural style. Against the theory of blunting, which explains the end of a style

by the weariness and repetition that forms eventually produce on individuals, and against a 

naively cultural-historical explanation according to which changes in architecture 

correspond to more general changes in thought or culture, Wölfflin finds in the one’s own 

body a reason for linking architectural novelty to the representation that people of a certain 

period make, not only of their present life, but of the conditions for the fulfilment of a 

possible life.

   By virtue of the link between architecture and corporeality, architectural possibilities, 

which cannot simply be deduced from the present state of an architecture (as illustrated by 

the case of the Roman Baroque), are therefore also possibilities of the body itself, which 

imply the representation of a life not given in the present. We will thus try to understand in 

what sense architectural novelty can legitimately be thought of from the concept of possible 

life, insofar as this life must produce a future bodily well-being, linked to the idealisation of 

a vital feeling that only the invention of new architectural forms can satisfy.
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exchange student at the Technical University of Munich between 2012 and 2013 and participated in 
international workshops with the Universities IUAV (2011) and Princeton (2014)



MARÍA VICTORIA LONDOÑO-BECERRA

Ph.D.  candidate  and  teaching  fellow  in  the  Department  of  Philosophy  at  DePaul  University
(Chicago, IL). Her research focuses on the relationship between philosophy and architecture and the
spatializing nature of thought in intersectional feminism. She has published articles on the subject in
failedarchitecture.com (2021) and in the Italian magazine IQD (2018) .  In 2019 she received a
research fellowship from the Graham Foundation for the project  “Behind de Wall:  Pedagogical
Exercises to Restore Citizenship”. She has worked for the architecture firm El Equipo Mazzanti for
the contest of Colombian Memory Museum, and for a project funded by the UN on spaces for
restorative justice for young people in conflict with the law in Bogota, Colombia.



BORBÁLA JÁSZ

Borbála Jász is a philosopher, art and architecture historian. She currently works
at the Institute of Philosophy (ELKH); Budapest University of Technology and
Economics; and Kodolányi János University, Hungary.



ZSOLT BÁTORI

Zsolt Bátori is a philosopher (specializing in the philosophy of art) and a photographer. He is an
associate  professor  and  currently serves  as  Head  of  the  Research  Centre  for  Art  and  Creative
Industries at Kodolányi János University. He also works at Budapest University of Technology and
Economics, Hungary.



ANETA KOHOUTOVA
 

Aneta Kohoutová considers herself an active urban citizen. Her everyday practice corresponds to 
the area of her research: the ethics of public space. Such is also the topic of her PhD thesis she is 
currently working on as a student of Centre for Ethics (Pardubice, Czech Republic). Her research 
deals with different philosophical approaches towards citizenship, power relations and various 
layers of public spaces. Currently she is working on the project concerning the distinction between 
private and public according to Hannah Arendt. Her articles are published in the czech biweekly A2 
in the section called Public Space. She is a member of the Active Citizen fund project, where she is 
representing her hometown Hradec Králové in international meetings and workshops.



PEDRO BORGES DE ARAÚJO

Pedro Borges de Araújo (b. 1950, Porto, Portugal) Architect (Escola Superior de Belas Artes do 
Porto, 1975) MA Philosophy (Faculdade de Letras da Universidade do Por to, Faculty of Arts
and Humanities, University of Porto 2009) Ideias, Palavras, Coisas e Mundos Possíveis.
Arquitectura Interior de Acordo com Noam Chomsky. Metadisciplinary PhD dissertation in
Architecture and Philosophy – [Arquitectura∩Filosofia]: Contribuição para a investigação da
Complexidade do Projecto. Modelos Operacionais no Dominio Arquitectura Património Museu 
(2015). Borges de Araújo is a researcher at the Institute of Philosophy, University of Porto. He is a 
Founding member of MLAG, Mind, Language, Action Group and Coordinator of Project Autofocus
Research Seminars on Architecture∩Philosophy∩Neurosciences, designed to provide a cross-
disciplinary forum for considering the universal cognitive and emotional
foundations of our individual and cultural lives in biological and social environments. His
professional activity as both a practitioner architect and teacher since 1975 has shaped his
research interests: architecture and philosophy; animal and vernacular architecture; analysis of 
agency in design processes and systems; and the ontoepistemological framework and
metaphysics of agents in the real world. Currently, Borges de Araújo is carrying out
architectural projects, teaching at the University of Porto and producing research in the
academic domains corresponding to the above-mentioned intersections. Recently co-authored
with Juhani Pallasmaa the book Building Views on Alvar Aalto (2019)



MARTINA BONCI

Recently graduated in the master in Philosophical Science at the University Alma Mater of Bologna
in March 2021 discussing a dissertation on “The commercialization of the urban space. An 
interdisciplinary analysis”. Working for the National Civil Service Project about urban regeneration 
in Italy. Interested in Urban Studies and I would like to study the connection between philosophy 
and urbanistic, believing in the value of complexity and contamination of knowledge.



CONSTANTINOS PROIMOS

Constantinos V. Proimos received a Ph.D. from the New School for Social
Research, NY, NY, USA in 2001, after studying sociology, art history and philosophy
in Athens, Paris and in New York. He has been twice awarded a state scholarship,
once for his graduate studies and a second time for his postdoctoral research and he
was a Helena Rubinstein Fellow at the Whitney Museum of American Art in New
York. He has published one book and several articles in Greek, English and French
and has worked for Nancy Spector at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New
York for the retrospective exhibition of Rebecca Horn. He has taught at Reid Hall in
Paris, at the universities of Crete and Cyprus, at the Technical University of Crete and
at the Cyprus University of Technology. He currently teaches at the Hellenic Open
University. He is a member of AICA-Hellas and an independent art critic and curator.



LUZ ASCARATE

Luz Ascarate is a non-tenured lecturer and researcher (ATER) on philosophy at the
University of Franche-Comté and holds a PhD in philosophy and social sciences from the EHESS
in Paris. Her PhD dissertation focused on imagination and emancipation according to Paul Ricoeur.
She is currently working on a second PhD dissertation, on the phenomenology of the possible,
under the supervision of Renaud Barbaras, at the University Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne. She is the
author of several articles on phenomenology and hermeneutics, as well as books of poetry. She
currently co-directs the seminar for doctoral students and young researchers in phenomenology of
the University Paris 1 Panthéon Sorbonne.



VITOR ALVES

Vítor Alves (Vila Nova de Gaia, 1980), is an architect and
combines the professional practice of the project with

independent research in architecture. He has a degree in
architecture at FA-ULP (2003) and attended the master of

Philosophy-Aesthetics at FCSH- UNL (2006/2007). He holds a
PhD (2021) from FA-UP with his thesis entitle Mirror Shards: the
Jornal Arquitectos (1981-2015) as the territory of the architect’s
construction. Since 2001, he has developed professional practice
exploring different programs and scales, mostly built, and some
awarded. In 2015 he was a researcher in the R&D project The

Site of Discourse, financed by FCT and, since then, his
research, dedicated to analysing the relationship between the

specialized media and the construction of the architect’s
figure, has been presented in essays, debates and

communications in Portugal and abroad.



QUENTIN GAILHAC

A former student of the Ecole Normale Supérieure in Lyon, I hold the “agrégation de philosophie” 
(very competitive examination for the recruitment of professors), and I am currently a Phd student 
at the Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, in philosophy and aesthetics. I teach these two 
disciplines in this university and I am the author of several articles in philosophy and of a book, to 
be published, De la répétition. Langage musical et formes de l'invariance (Paris, Musica Falsa, 
April 2022).



PARCEIROS / PARTNERSHIPS

ORDEM DOS ARQUITECTOS

SECÇÃO REGIONAL NORTE

http://www.oasrn.org/home.php

A Secção Regional do Norte da Ordem dos Arquitectos, com sede no Porto, integra cerca de

6.000 arquitectos, abrangendo a área territorial correspondente aos Distritos de Viana do Castelo,

Braga, Vila Real, Bragança, Porto, Aveiro, Viseu, Guarda e Coimbra.



ORGANIZATION

Scientific Commitee:

Artur Rozestraten 

USP - Universidade de São Paulo

http://dgp.cnpq.br/dgp/espelhogrupo/38661

Rita Velloso 

UFMG - Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais

http://dgp.cnpq.br/dgp/espelhogrupo/506582

Dirk Michael Hennrich

UL - Universidade de Lisboa

dh@letras.ulisboa.pt

Aurosa Alison

Politecnico di Milano /  University of Naples "Federico II"
https://aurosaalison.academia.edu/



Organization:

Constantino Pereira Martins

FCSH-NOVA University of Lisbon / Instituto Estudos Filosóficos - University of Coimbra

http://www.uc.pt/fluc/uidief/members/CPM

constantinomar@gmail.com

Eduardo Queiroga

Arquitecto

HOST:

Fundação Marques da Silva
https://fims.up.pt/index.php

Parceiros / Partnerships:

Ordem dos Arquitectos – Secção Regional Norte

 https://www.oasrn.org/home.php



LIGAÇÕES ÚTEIS / USEFUL LINKS:

SLEEPING:

Porto has a wide range of hotels for all purses; We recommend that you book in a central area, for example 

Avenida dos Aliados

EATING:  

Porto has restaurant for all tastes and purses; We will give you ideas in person

VISITING:

Serralves https://www.serralves.pt/en/

Casa da música https://www.casadamusica.com/

Tourism: https://visitporto.travel/pt-PT/home#/

http://www.portoenorte.pt/pt/

FILARCH 2021
PHILOSOPHY AND ARCHITECTURE

FILOSOFIA E ARQUITECTURA

symposium

Todos convidados, todos bem-vindos.
All invited, all welcome.


